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The study of program schemata nd the study of subrecursive programming lan- 
guages are both concerned with limiting program structure in order to permit a more 
complete analysis of algorithms while retaining sufficiently rich computing power to 
allow interesting algorithms. In this paper we combine these approaches by defining 
classes of subrecursive program schemata and investigating their equivalence problems. 
Since the languages are all subrecursive, any scheme written in any one of them must 
halt (as long as we assume the basic functions and predicates are all total). Hence 
equivalence of schemes i  the first question of interest we can ask about hese languages. 
We consider schematic versions of various subrecursive programming languages 
similar to the Loop language. We distinguish between Pre-Loop and Post-Loop 
languages on the basis of whether the exit condition in an iteration loop is tested before 
iteration, as in Algol (Pre-), or after iteration, as in FORTRAN (Post-). We show that 
at the program level all these languages have the same computing power (the primitive 
recursive functions) and all have unsolvable quivalence problems (of arithmetic degree 
/-/1~ But at the level of schemes, Pre-Loop has an unsolvable quivalence problem, 
while at least one formulation of Post-Loop has a solvable quivalence problem. 
If L is a programming language or scheme language, then we denote by E(L) the 
equivalence problem in L. 
The basic languages considered are: 
Loop (~- Pre-Loop) 
Post-Loop 
Loop O 
L[D, ( )] 
Lo[D, ( )] 
PL[D, ( )] 
PLo[D, ( )] 
P 
Pe 
Loop language for primitive recursive functions 
Post-Loop language for primitive recursive functions 
Loop language with restricted conditionals 
Loop schemata over D with identity 
Loop schemata with conditionals 
Post-Loop schemata over D 
Post-Loop schemata with conditionals 
Program (flowchart) schemata 
Program schemata with DO-statements. 
In contrast to (pure) Loop schemata studied previously by the first author, some of 
these schemata languages contain the identity function so that a pure data transfer, 
X .*- Y, is possible. Moreover, the equivalence algorithms given here are for the 
special case of linear schemes (to be defined below) with monadic function variables. 
Linear schemes are designated by placing L before the name of the more general class, 
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thusLL for linear Loop, LPL for linear Post-Loop, etc. In all schemes considered here 
the functions are monadic, so no special designation of function rank is provided. 
It is well known that E(P) is recursively unsolvable and E(P) ~ II2~ We show that 
E(Loop), E(Post-Loop), E(LO) (both with and without he pure data transfer), and 
E(L) are recursivdy unsolvable, while E(LPL) is recursively solvable. 
The extension of the equivalence algorithm for LPL to polyadic functions appears 
at present to be a tedious but straightforward modification to the monadic algorithm. 
We are hopeful that a simpler and more generally applicable technique will emerge 
for demonstrating solvability or unsolvability of this class of equivalence problems. 
The algorithm and proofs given here are but a crude first step in delimiting this problem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We assume the reader is familiar 
[5] (also called flowchart schemata 
schemata is denoted P. Briefly these 
of the assignment form 
Y 
where x i , y are individual variables 
form 
with program schemata say as presented in [3] or 
[8], or abstract programs [9]). The class of such 
schemata re finite sequences of statement schemes 
.~- f(x: ,..., x,), 
and f is a function variable, or of the conditional 
IF  P(x  1 . . . .  , x,) THEN S 1 ELSE $2, 
where P is a predicate variable and S 1 and S~ are statements, or of thego-to form 
GO TO L, 
where L is a statement label. 
The semantics is conventional when the possible contents of individual variables 
are specified, say domain D, and when function variables are assigned functions from 
D n into D and predicate variables predicates from D n to {true, false}. 
In this paper we consider a different ype of program scheme. We fix some of the 
interpretation by defining two types of iterative (or DO) statements. We require a 
function [ 9 i : D --. N which specifies the number of times the statements within an 
iterative are to be executed. This results in the class of program schemata with 
DO-statements Pa( D). 
We then restrict the structure of Pd(D) programs by eliminating GO TO's which 
cause branches to statements before the GO TO (such GO TO's are the only way to 
form loops, and are called backwards or negative GO TO's). Such a restricted language 
is called L<>, (L for "loop", "~"  for the usual flow chart symbol for conditional, and 
"~" for the downward direction of the GO TO). Usually we write only ~ for ~$.  
When these schemata re provided with specific interpretations for their functions 
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and predicates, specific programming languages result. For example, allowing only 
the functions f (x )  = x + 1, f (x )  ---- x -- 1 and the predicate p(x) iff x :# 0, the 
language P is equivalent to the programming language G3 [2], conveniently abbreviated 
as P [+I ,  --" 1, #0]. As Shepherdson and Sturges [6] and Minsky [11] show, this 
language is universal, i.e., it contains programs for all recursive functions. When Lo 
is provided the same functions and predicates, it contains programs for precisely the 
primitive recursive functions #~1 [2]. We denote the language by L<>[+ 1, --'1, :#0]. 
This language is similar to SR which is discussed at length in [2]; both languages 
compute ~I. 
At the level of specific programming languages like P[+I ,  ~'1, #0] and 
L<> [+ 1, -- 1, #0], the equivalence of programs i  quite familiar, namely, two programs ~i 
and ~b~. are equivalent, written ~i ~ q~;, iff 
VX 1 ,..., Xnr  1 ,..., Xn) = 6 j (X l  ,..., Xn), 
where the equality tacitly means that if 6i halts on its input, then so does r and 
conversely (for L<> [+ 1, --" 1, #0] all programs halt so this convention is vacuous). 
It is also well known that the equivalence problem is unsolvable (at level/'/2 ~ for 
P [+I ,  --'1, #0] and at level _/-/1 ~ for L~[+I ,  --'1, #0]). 
At the schema level, we say that two schemes q~, and q~. having as inputs functions 
fl ..... f t ,  predicates Pl ..... Pm and elements of D, x 1 ..... x. are equivalent (over D) iff 
Vfa,'",  f z ,  P l , ' " ,  Pro, Xl  . . . .  ' Xrt. 
O,[fx ,...,f~ , Pl ..... Pro, xl ..... xn] = Oo[fx ..... fz , px .... , p,~ , xx ,..., x,]. 
It is known from [8] that schema equivalence for P is unsolvable (of arithmetic level 
//s~ At this point we enter the scene with questions about equivalence in L<> and 
various related languages. 
Before launching into the technical results, let us consider some motivation for 
our interest in the subrecursive schemata equivalence problem. When the equivalence 
problem is solvable for a recursive class of programs, it is possible to find the minimum 
length program equivalent to any program, and more generally it is possible to put 
programs into any number of canonical forms. From such forms we may read off 
important structural properties of the original program (as in algebra, where the 
diagonal form of a matrix displays the eigenvalues). A sweeping view of the role of the 
equivalence problem is expressed by Ershov in [5], "...only the fundamental problem 
(equivalence problem) solution will give the first adequate material for an algebra 
of programming" [parentheses ours]. 
From a less general point of view, we might expect hat an algorithm for a nontrivial 
form of the equivalence problem will be an interesting combinatorial tool in the same 
way that the finite automaton equivalence algorithm is, e.g., in Hopcroft's application 
of automata equivalence to planar graph isomorphism [6]. 
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With these hopes and goals in mind, we turn to a look at subrecursive schemata 
equivalence. Table I summarizes our results. An entry D means decidable, U means 
undecidable. 
TABLE I 
Nonlinear Linear 
Conditional Pre-Loop Schemata L O 
With U 
Y ,-- X Theorem 3
Without U 
Y ~-- X Theorem 4
Conditional Post-Loop Schemata PL 0 
With U 
Y ~ X Theorem 5
Without U 
Y *-- X Theorem 5
Pre-Loop Schemata L 
With U U 
Y *-- X Theorem 6 Theorem 7
Without U ? 
Y +- X Theorem 8
Post-Loop Schemata PL 
With U D 
Y +- X Theorem 9 Theorem I I 
Without ? D 
Y +- X Theorem 11 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
2.1. Syntactic Categories 
We describe the types of statement schemes from which the various classes of 
schemata will be defined (in an extended BNF format): 
(i) (variable) : :  = V I V (variable) 
(ii) (function variable) : : = (function ame)< rank> 
(function ame) : : = F {F (function ame) Where (rank) is a positive 
integer. 
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(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
(vii) 
(viii) 
(ix) 
(x) 
(xi) 
(xii) 
(xiii) 
(xiv) 
(xv) 
(term) : : -~ (function variable) ((variable) ..... (variable)) I (variable) 
The number of occurrences of (variable) as an argument matches the 
rank of the (function variable). 
(assignment scheme) : : = (variable) <-- (term) 
(predicate variable) : :  = (predicate name)< rank> 
(predicate name) : :  = P IP (pred icate  name) Where (rank) is a 
positive integer. 
(predicate) : : = (predicate variable) ((variable),..., (variable)) 
The number of occurrences of (variable) matches the rank of the 
(predicate variable). 
(conditional scheme) : :  = IF (predicate) THEN (label) ELSE 
(label) 
(go to) : : = (go to +)  ] (go to - - )  
(go to +)  : : -~ GO TO + (label) 
(go to - - )  : : -~ GO TO --  (label) 
(label) : : -~ L [L (label) 
(iterative scheme) : :  = DO(variable); (scheme); END 
(post-iterative scheme) : : = DO; (scheme); TEST  (variable) 
(halt scheme) : : ~- HALT  
(null scheme) : : 
The definitions of (statement scheme) and (scheme) will depend on the class of 
schemes being constructed. 
2.2 Abbreviations 
As abbreviations we use V,, for V ' "  V n-times, F~ n for F -.. F"  /-times, P~" for 
P ' - "  P"/-t imes, and L,~ for L ---L n-times. We also use ui, v~, wi to denote individual 
variables and h~ to denote function variables. 
The statement types are also abbreviated as follows: +- for (assignment), ~ for 
Do for (post-iterative), ~for (go to +) ,  T for (conditional), r~DD~ for (iterative), a~sx 
(go to - - ) .  
We will also let S i ,  Ti and capital Greek letters ~, ~u,... denote schemes. Lower case 
Greek letter r r will denote programs. 
2.3. Classes of Schemata 
0) 1 The program schemata P are defined by allowing 
(unlabeled statement scheme) : : = (assignment 
scheme) J (go to +)  ] (go to - - )  ] (conditional 
scheme) l (null scheme) 
a Sometimes, see [8], the class P is not allowed the pure transfer, v *-  w, but this addition 
does not significantly affect the theory presented here. 
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(statement scheme) : : = (unlabeled statement scheme) I 
(label) : (statement scheme) 
(scheme) : : = (statement scheme) I (statement scheme); 
(scheme). 
Symbollically and informally, P = [+--, ~, ~', (~]. We assume here (and below)that 
every label used in a go to or conditional also occurs exactly once as the label of a 
statement. 
(ii) The program schemata with DO-statements Pa are defined by changing the 
definition of (unlabeled statement scheme) in the specification of P to 
(unlabeled statement scheme) : : = (assignment scheme) 1 
(go to +)  [ (go to - - )  ] (conditional scheme) l 
(iterative scheme) [ (null scheme). 
No branch may be into an iterative from outside it in Pa, or in what follows. 
(iii) The conditional (Pre-) Loop schemata Lo are defined by allowing 
(unlabeled statement scheme) : : = (assignment 
scheme) I (conditional scheme) I (iterative 
scheme) I (go to +)  I (halt scheme) I (null scheme) 
(statement scheme) : : = (unlabeled statement scheme) I 
(label) : (statement scheme) 
(scheme) : : = (statement scheme) [(statement scheme); 
(scheme). 
No label in a go to or conditional can refer to that same statement or one preceding it. 
END]" Lo  = ['--, $, <5, .o  
(iv) The (Pre-)Loop schemata L are defined by allowing 
(statement scheme) : : = (assignment scheme) 1 
(iterative scheme) 
(scheme) : : = (statement scheme) [ (statement 
scheme); (scheme) 
L = [~--, DO END]" 
(v) The conditional Post-Loop schemata PLo are defined by allowing 
(unlabeled statement scheme) : : = (assignment scheme) 1 
(conditional scheme) I (post-iterative scheme) ]
(go to +)  I (halt scheme) 
(statement scheme) : : = (unlabeled statement scheme) ]
(label) : (statement scheme) 
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(vi) 
(scheme) : : = (statement scheme) [ (statement scheme); 
(scheme) 
PLo = [*-, ,[., ~ ,  ~s~ 9 
The Post-Loop schemata PL are defined by allowing 
<statement scheme) : : = (assignment scheme) ]
(post-iterative scheme) 
(scheme) : : = <statement scheme) [ (statement scheme); 
(scheme) 
PL Do = [+-, ~sr] .  
2.4. Examples 
In this section we give examples of each type of scheme. 
(i) Program schemes: 
(a) A sample P scheme: 
L 1 : IF P(V1) THEN +L~ ELSE +L3 ; 
L 2 : V, 4-- El(V1); 
GO TO - -L 1 ; 
L3 : V1 ~-F2(/71) 
The flow chart for this scheme is simply 
true~~a/se 
Iv,'~, %1 I I " , '~v,)  I 
(b) A more complex example of a P scheme: 
L I :  V1 +- Fs(V1); 
L 2 : IF  Pa(Va) THEN +L 3 ELSE +L~ ; 
g 3 : V 1 ~--Fa(Va); 
IF P2(G) THEN +Ls  ; 
L ,  : V 2 +-- F~(V2); 
V 1 +-  El(V1);  
L 5 : GO TO - -L 2 ; 
L6 : G +- G(G)  
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This scheme can be represented by the flowchart 
, ,roe/L'.,o,,o 
true VI !l(Vl) ; IV2 " F3(V2)~ false ~ 1 I 
(ii) A Pa scheme: V a ~-- F~(V1); 
L 1 : DO V1 ; 
v~.-- v~(v~); 
END; 
V 1 "<--- F2(V1); 
IF P2(V2) THEN +L 2 ELSE +L  3 ; 
L 2 : V 1 +--F I (V1);  
GO TO - - L  1 ; 
L. : V2 , -  Y2(V~) 
(iii) AnL  scheme (to simulate (i.a) for V2 steps): 
DO V~; 
IF P(V1) THEN +L 2 ELSE +L  3 ; 
L2:V1 +-Vl(Vl); 
GO TO +L~ ; 
L~: V1 ~- F2(Vl); 
GO TO +L 4 ; 
L 1 : END; 
L 4 : 
(iv) An L scheme to simulate (iii) under the assumption that Fp is a characteristic 
function for P: 
DO V2; 
V a +-- F/,(V1); 
V4.(-- V1; 
DO V,; 
V:.--V,; 
V 1 +--- FI(V1);  
END; 
END; 
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(v) A PL<> scheme: 
v2 +- F3(V2); 
DO; 
IF  P(V1) THEN +L  1 ELSE +L  2 ; 
L 1 : V 1 +-F I (V1) ;  
TEST V 2 ; 
L2: VI~F2(Vl) 
2.5. Semantics 
The meaning of assignments and conditionals hould be clear. Once a domain D is 
specified, then individual variables Vi hold contents from D, and v *--h(w) means 
that when h is interpreted as a function from D to D, then v receives the value of h 
applied to the contents of w. Likewise, when predicate variables, p, are assigned 
predicates from D to {true, false}, the conditional, IF  p(v) THEN L 1 ELSE La, means 
if the predicate assigned to p is true for the contents of v then GO TO L 1 , otherwise 
GO TO L o. For example, the function f(x) = x + 1 might be assigned to h and the 
predicate x va 0 might be assigned to p. 
The iterative occurring in the context of schemes S 1 , $2, and $3, S 1 ; DO v; 
S 2 ; END;  S 3 , means 
$1 ; 
L 1 : I F  ~7 = 0 THEN +L  2 ; 
~7-- ~7 -- 1; 
GO TO - -L  1 ; 
L2:S~, 
where ~7 assumes values in N. 
The post-iterative occuring in the context of 81, 82, Sz, S1 ; DO; 33 ; TEST  v; 
3, means 
$1 ; 
L1:$2; 
v.*-v "-- 1; 
IF  ~7 = 0 THEN +L  2 ELSE - -L  1 ; 
s~, 
N. 
DO v; S; END and DO; S; TEST  v have equivalent 
L 2 : 
where ~y assumes values in 
Notice that for v > 0, 
meaning. 
The directional go to's also have a straightforward meaning. GO TO +L  means 
that the label L must be below the GO TO in the linear sequence of program state- 
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ments; GO TO - -L  means the label L must lie above the GO TO in the sequence of 
statements. 
We regard schemes as programs for computing mappings. So inputs are given and 
certain variables are regarded as outputs when (and if) the program halts (produces a
finite computation). To be precise about this, one should specify the inputs and 
define a computation expressed by a scheme. We will be precise about the first point 
because it is not often treated in the literature, but we leave the definition of computa- 
tion to the reader since it is similar to the case of defining computations for register 
machines which is done well in the literature [12, 16]. 
To be precise about inputs to a scheme, let ~-n(D) be the set of functions 
f (  ) : O n ~ D and let ~-(D) ---- U7=1 ~i(O)  9 Also let ~n(D) be the set of predicates 
p( ) : D n --+ {true, false} and put ~(D) = U~~ :~(D). 
A mapping from special subsets ~ of 5(D)"~ X ~(D) "~ to D is called a 
functional. 
A scheme computes afunctional when we tell how to assign inputs. To do this we 
list all function and predicate variables in order of occurrence. We then select a set of 
individual variables as inputs. (These are all the variables w whose first occurrence 
is not on the left hand side of an assignment; in v +- f (v )  we say that v occurs first 
on the right. They are also called right variables.) We then list these arguments of the 
scheme and write qb[f 1 ..... f .~, Pl ,..., Pn~, xl ,..., xn~]. The scheme then computes a
functional from 
~f~(D)  x "'" x o~1",(D) x :~""(D) x "'" x ~ '"~(D)  x D "3 to D, 
where rfi and rp~ are the ranks off~ and p j ,  respectively. 
So in short, a scheme computes a functional and a functional is simply a function 
which takes both individual and function inputs to produce an individual output. 
The class of all functionals over D is here denoted F(D). The class of all recursive 
functionals over D [14] is denoted RF(D). All the scheme languages presented compute 
subclasses of RF(D). 
2.6. Concrete Programming Languages 
Given a scheme q~[fl ..... f"l ,Pl ..... P"2' Xa ' ""  x"3]' if all the functions and 
predicates are interpreted, the result is a program in the usual sense, and the program 
computes a function D "3 -+ D. So if a finite class of functions and predicates is 
Note that o~-"(D)~ means ~-m(D) x ~"(D) x "" X fire(D) n-times. The subsets of interest 
are of the form 
o~h(D) x Jrh(D) x ... x ~z"I(D) • ~m~(D) • ... x #m"2(D) • D "3, 
but these are too complex to write, so we leave them incompletely described. 
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provided as a fixed interpretation for the variables in a class of schemes, the result is a 
programming language. 
A convenient way to denote such languages is to use the scheme letter, e.g., P, 
followed by a list of the fixed functions and predicates. So P [+ 1, --  1, :#0] describes a
programming language. (Where +1 abbreviates f(x)----x + 13, --1 abbreviates 
f(x) = x --  1 and if:0 abbreviates p(x) iff x :# 0. 
With this convention we can describe several programming languages of special 
interest. 
(i) P [+ I ,  --" l, :A0] is equivalent to G 3 of [2], 
(ii) Lo [+ l ,  ~' I ,  + ,  -- ,  " , - - ,  =0,  :#0] is SR of [2], 
(iii) P [+ I ,  0] is the Loop language of [2] and [10], (here 0 means v +-- 0). 
The objects in these programming languages are programs and are denoted with 
lower case Greek letters, e.g., 6i .  
2.7. Linear Loop Languages and Their Power 
The fact that the class of functions computed by Loop programs is ~ I  means that 
arbitrary n-argument primitive recursive functions can be generated by the Loop 
operations tarting from unary functions (f(x) = x + 1, f(x) --- x, and f(x) = 0). 
We want to establish this fact for PL programs and show besides that ~1 can be 
obtained from a special form of Loop and Post-loop schemes called linear schemes. 
(It is for the class of linear Post-Loop schemes that we later solve the equivalence 
problem explicitly.) 
DEFINITION l. We say that a class of programs (schemes) C computes a class of 
functions (functionals) cg iff every program (scheme) in C computes a function (func- 
tional) in cg, and for every function (functional) in cg there is a program (scheme) in 
C computing it. 
Two classes of programs (schemes) have the same power iff they compute the same 
class of functions (functionals). 
DEFINITION 2. Let [xJ be the greatest integer less than or equal to x, i.e., the 
integer part of x. Define quadres (x) = x --  [~/~j2, called the quadratic residue 
of x. 
a To be precise, only the schemes having unary function and predicate l tters are interpreted. 
We might denote this subset of P by P~. Moreover, the assignment of functions to letters must 
be specified, e.g., F1 is + 1, F~ is "-- 1, F3 is + 1, F4 is --" 1, etc. (and all Pi are :~0). 
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THEOREM 1. PL[ + 1, "~ 1, quadres] computes A 1. 
Proof. For the proof we rely on a combinatorial fact about ~1 proved by P6ter [13]. 
We say that a function f (  ) is defined from h( ) by pure iteration iff f(0) --~ 0 and 
f (n + 1) ---- h(f(n)). 
Fact 1. The class ~1 can be generated from the functions x + 1, x + y, quadres 
(x) by the operations of function composition and pure iteration. 
To obtain X +- 0 use the program 
DO; 
X +-- QUADRES(X);  
TEST  X 
The basic functions, except for x + y, are in our class. To obtain x + y, use the 
program 
Y+-  Y+ l; 
DO; 
X+- -X+ 1; 
TEST  Y; 
X*-X  "-- 1; 
Y+-Y ' - - I  
Given two functions f~(), f~() computed by programs fx with inputs x~ ,..., x,~ 
and output Yl andfz with output Y2, the compositionfl(x 1 ,..., xk_ I ,.f~(), xk+ 1 .... , xn) 
is computed byf~ ; x k +--y~ ;f l  which is again a program in the class. 
Iff~( ) is computed byf~ with input x and output y, then the function f2 ( ) defined 
by f~(0) = 0, f~(n + 1) =fl(f~(n)) is computed by DO X; f l  ; X~-- Y; END. I f  
x > 0 this is equivalent to DO;f1 ; X+-  Y; TEST  X. So we need only consider the 
case when x = 0. Then the value of the output, y, should be 0, not fl(x). 
To arrange this we use the function sg(x) =- if x > 0 then I else 0 (for reference we 
mention its companion ~(x) ---- i fx  > 0 then 0 else 1). 
Then we calculate sg(x) 9 f (x)  where f(x) is the function defined by DO; f l  ; TEST  
X. The product, x -y, is calculated in LPL as 
Z ~-0 ;  
Y+-Y+ 1; 
DO; 
Z~- -Z+X;  
TEST Y; 
Z+- -Z- -X  
here, but to conclude the proof we show how to We did not need the function ~(  ) 
calculate both sg( ) and ~( ) .  
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Program for sg( ) Program for ~( ) 
W+-0;  W+-- 0; 
X+-X+ I; W+-W+I ;  
DO; X+-X+ 1; 
Z~- -Z- -  1; DO; 
Z+-  W; Z+-  W; 
W+-- W--" 1; W+- W'-- 1; 
W ~- W + 1 ; TEST X; 
TEST X; X +-- X --" 1 
X+- -X  "-- 1 
Input is X, output is Z. Input is X, output is Z. Q.E.D. 
The above theorem shows how to translate a set of function defining equations into 
programs. It is interesting to consider the reverse process. This topic will be discussed 
in detail in Section 5. For now, we concentrate on one aspect. 
Consider the simple scheme A: 
Scheme A 
DO Z; 
Y ~-- fi(X); 
x 
END 
Taking X as the output variable in scheme A, the function being computed is the 
iteration of A(fl(x)). If we use the notation f(x)( ) for self-composition x-times, 
where f(O~(y)=y and f(~+l)(y)=f(f(~)(y)), then the mathematical expression 
corresponding to the scheme A with inputs X, Z and ouput X is f(Z)(x) wheref(x) = 
f2(fl(x)). Note that we use the corresponding lower case variables to denote the 
mathematical variables representing X, Y and Z. 
If we attempt to write a similar function definition for this scheme with Y as output 
a difficulty arises; the final value of Y depends on a value of X computed uring the 
previous iteration. So the best type of function expression we can write is fl(f(z-n(x)) 
where f(x) =f2(fl(x)). Recalling that f(~ ---- fl(x), we have a valid expression 
for Y, but the form of the expression changes (in general, possibly in a drastic manner) 
depending on whether ] z ] = 1 or [ z ] > 1. 
Another example of this lack of "form invariance" is the following 
Scheme B 
Y +- f0(X); 
DO Z; 
Y *- fx(X); 
X +- fz(Y); 
END 
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When i Zl = 0, the form fl(f(~-l'(x)) for the value of Y, where f(x) =f~(fl(x)), is 
not correct, since then it computesf0(x ). 
Another example for PL is 
Scheme C 
DO; 
X ~- FI(Y); 
Y ~-- F2(Y); 
TEST Z 
I f  ] Z ] = 0 or 1, then the value of X is Ft(Y ) but if [ Z j --- 2, then the value of X is 
FI(F~(Y)) (in general if I Z I ---- n > 0, then X is FI(F~-I(Y))). Thus the form of X 
changes as a function of Z. Notice that the form of the value of Y does not change. 
It is always F2n(Y). Thus with respect o Y, the scheme is "form invariant". 
The informal idea of "form invariance" is relative to the mathematical notation 
being used. We are thinking of invariance with respect o "iterative vector function 
forms." Since such forms are amenable to analysis, we would like to first restrict our 
attention to them and produce an equivalence algorithm. We do this in Section 6 for 
a certain type of form invariant schemes which we call linear schemes. 
The term "linear" is derived from a geometric view of schemes and it is worth some 
time to convey this idea informally before we offer a precise formal definition of 
linear scheme (in Definition 3 below). 
A typical (and in a sense canonical) nonlinear scheme is scheme C above. We can 
draw a "circuit diagram" which represents hat scheme. Let 
X • 
1 n 
000 
I I 
YI 
000 
Y 
p 
5711616-2 
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be a module with input lines X 1 ,..., X ,  and outputs Y1 ..... Y~. We can combine 
such modules into networks in the usual fashion, and we can iterate a network. 
To iterate a network, draw a box around it, draw a line into the side of the box 
representing the iteration variable and draw feedback connections between variables. 
Thus 
2: x 
represents DO; X*--F(X);  TEST Z. 
The nonlinear scheme above has the diagram 
Z LE ! 
• y 
We say that this scheme is nonlinear in X,  hence nonlinear, because in tracing back 
from X we arrive at a branch point at which it is possible for the F module to receive 
inputs either of the from Y or G(n)(Y). 
By simply changing the order of the assignments, we arrive at the scheme DO; 
Y .-- G(Y), X *-- F(Y); TEST Z whose diagram is 
Z v 
This scheme is linear. 
X Y 
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Pictorially a scheme will be linear whenever there is only one feedback variable and 
there are no modules which are not "directly in line", i.e., when there are no modules 
side by side. Below is a diagram for a linear scheme. 
I F I 
As preparation for a precise definition of linear schemes we want to treat all scheme 
statements uniformly as a type of assignment representing a function computation. 
Then each scheme is simply a sequence of generalized assignments. We need only 
reinterpret the iterative statement as an assignment. 
Any iterative statement can be regarded as computing a vector-valued function, so 
let 
(Ya .... , Y~) +-- H(XI,..., Xn) 
represent an iterative statement with outputs Y1 .... , Y~ and inputs X 1 ..... X~. We 
think of one execution of that statement as making an assignment to Y1 ,-.-, Y~ 9 
For our purposes, we can regard the assignment to the Yi's as occurring simul- 
taneously, but in fact we order them in the vector, from left to right, in order of 
assignment. For example, 
DO; X+--F(X); TEST Z 
becomes 
(Z, X} ~-- H(Z, X). 
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Now any loop scheme can be regarded as a sequence of generalized assignments, 
say, 
(Yn  .... , Yl~i) +- HI(Xl l  ..... Xlnl); 
(Y21 ,..., Y2~,) " -  H~(X21 ,..., X2,~); 
<Yml ,'.', Ym~,,~) - Hm(Xml ,..., X*nn,,~)" 
To say when a scheme is linear, we need the concept of one variable influencing 
another. 
We build up the definition of influence and direct influence inductively on the depth 
of nesting. At the lowest depth, if Y ~ F(X), we say that X directly influences Y. 
Given DO; B; TEST  X or DO X; B; END, if there is a variable Y in B which 
influences itself (i.e., is a feedback variable), then we say that X directly influences 
Y at this depth. Given the sequence of generalized assignments above, X,j will 
influence some Yik. I f  Xij also occurs on the left hand side, say as Yk,, then there are 
variables, say Xkq influencing Xij (so if an input is also an output at some line, then it 
too is influenced). I f  k < i, then Yi~ is also influenced by Xkq, but even if k > i, 
we say that Xkq can influence Yik (because if the scheme is put into a loop, then influence 
can spread backward). 
For example, in 
x i  ~- FI(Y); 
X2 +- F2(Xi); 
Y +--F~(Y) 
Y directly influences X I and influences X 2 . 
We now define the crucial concept of a linear scheme. 
DEFINITION 3. A scheme S is linear iff for any variable Y no variable influencing Y 
occurs on the left hand side of a generalized assignment below the last occurrence of Y 
on the left, and only one variable Y influences itself, and each generalized assignment 
(i.e., each Hi) within S is itself linear. 4 
EXAMPLES: 
(1) DO; 
x~ ~ Fi(X~); 
X. ~ F~(X~); 
X~ ~ Fi(X~); 
Y ~- F~(X~); 
TEST Z 
* Th is  means  that in any DO,  TEST  block there is only one feedback variable at the outermost 
level, but  each generalized ass ignment may have its own feedback variable and so on down into 
the levels of nesting. 
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This scheme is linear. 
(2) DO; 
DO; 
Z +- F~(Z); 
TEST X; 
X ~- F~(X); 
TEST Z 
This can be written as 
DO; 
(X, Z) ..- H(X, Z); 
X F2( X) ; 
TEST Z 
and it is nonlinear because both Z and X are feedback variables (each influences itself). 
A more complex example of the same sort is 
(3) DO; 
DO; 
Z +- FI(Z); 
TEST X; 
DO; 
x +-  
TEST Z; 
TEST Y 
We now show that the classes of linear schemes, LL for linear Loop and LPL for 
linear Post-Loop, are adequate to generate ~1. 
THEOREM 2. LL[+ 1, --1] and LPL[+ I, --1, quadres( ), sg( )] compute ~1. 
Proof. We again rely on a result by P6ter, namely, that ~t  can be generated from the 
unary functions n + 1 and quadres(n) using the operations of substitution, addition, 
and pure iteration. Now, instead of using x + y as a basic function, we are only free 
to use the operation + in forming a function f (  ) as inf(n) = ft(n) +f2(n). 
We must show that if a function is generated using the basic operations, then it can 
be done inLL[+1, --'1] and inLPL[+I, --'1, quadres(), sg( )]. (The reason we need 
"-- inLL is that the schemes for subtraction i L are not linear.) The only questionable 
point might be the addition operator, but the reader can check that the schemes given 
in Theorem 1 for addition are linear. Q.E.D. 
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2.8. Equivalence Problems 
Given a class of programs over D, say C = {q~i}, the equivalence problem (for unary 
programs 5) is 
~i(x) ___~ ~j(x) for all x e D, abbreviated q~i ~ ~i, 
where (~i(x) ~ ~(x) means ~i(x)~ iff ~(x)~ and ~(x)~ implies (~i(x) =- (~(x) (where 
(~i(x)~ is the common abbreviation for ~i halts on input x). 
Given a class of schemes (over D, unary in each input 5) C ---- {q)i} two schemes are 
equivalent written q~i ~ q)~, iff 
** q~,(f, p, x) ~ g~j(f, p, x) 
for all fe  o~n(d), p e ~m(d) and x e D. 
Clearly if ~b i ~ q)~, then $i ~ q~j for any programs derived from the schemes by 
interpreting the function and predicate variables. 
The following facts are well known. 
Fact 2. The equivalence problem for G 3 ---- P [+ l ,  --'1, 50]  is recursively unsolv- 
able. 
Remark. The halting problem, does $i(i)~, is easily reducible to this equivalence 
problem, which establishes the fact. 
Fact 3. The equivalence problem for Loop = L [+ 1, 0] is recursively unsolvable. 
Remark. This is proved by showing that for any G a = P [+I ,  "--1, :~0] program 
6i,  there is a Loop program ai, which on input x simulates $i(i) for x steps and, if 
$i(i)~ in that time, outputs a 0, otherwise outputs a 1. Now if it could be decided 
whether ~i(x) =- 1 for all x, the halting problem for G 3 programs could be solved. 
In brief, two schemes are equivalent iff they compute the same functional. The 
following example gives two equivalent L schemes. 
EXAMPLE 
81 & 
V 1 ~--F~(V1); DO Ve; 
DO V~ ; V 3 +--F~(V4); 
v~ +- F~(V~); V~F~(V~); 
END V 3 ~-- FI(V~); 
END; 
Vl +- FI(Vl) 
s We consider the unary case only for simplicity of notation. The definitions are identical for 
general domains. 
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Both schemes compute the same functional 
~(D)I  • D 2 --+ D a, 
although Sz appears to have both f2 ( ) and V 4 as additional inputs. The functional can 
be described mathematically as 
S[f~, %, %] = (f,(%), %,  f~P(%)). 
3. CONDITIONAL LOOP SCHEMATA EQUIVALENCE 
3.1. The Language Lo 
We now consider the conditional Loop schemata language L<> and show that its 
equivalence problem is undecidable. In the following section we show how to translate 
a conditional Loop scheme into an equivalent Loop scheme, and thus show the unde- 
cidability of the equivalence problem for Loop schemata in general. We choose this 
method of presentation because the downward transfer, conditional, and halt state- 
ments of Lo make the schemes easier to write and understand. 
The conditional Loop schemata l nguage L<> is defined in 2.3 (iii). 
3.2. One-way Two-headed Finite Automata 
Rosenberg [15] and Luekham, Park, and Paterson [8] have proved a number of 
undeeidability results about one-way two-headed finite automata and the latter 
authors have demonstrated a sense in which flowchart schemata simulate these 
automata. 
We shall provide here only a broad outline of the functioning of these automata nd 
an example and refer the interested reader to [8] for the details of their operation. 
A one-way two-headed finite automaton A is a 6-tuple (27, Q, T, %, Q', a), where 
27 = {bl, b 2 ..... bn} is a finite input alphabet 
Q is a set of states which is partitioned into Q' = {q0, ql ,..., qm} 
the live states with q0 ~ Q' the distinguished initial state, and 
Q - Q' the dead states, with g ~ Q - Q' the accept state. Q' is 
partitioned into disjoint subsets Q1, Q2, one for each reading 
head, and for each qi ~ QJ we write qi j to indicate that A reads 
from headj in state qi. 
T is a transition table, as described below. 
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The rows of T have the form 
qj :sl ~ r i l  , . . . ,  S~' -~ i i  , 
specifying that the next state is ri~ if the symbol s~ is read by head j in state qi 9 The 
device operates by moving its head, reading a symbol, and then changing state. On 
reaching a dead state the automaton stops (and accepts if the state reached is _a). 
As an example, we exhibit a one-way two-headed finite automaton A which accepts 
the context-free language {0nln0(0 V 1)* In ~ 1}: 
A = frO, 1}, {qo, ql, q3, q4, T, qo, {qo, ql, q3, q& e), 
where T is given by 
qo~ : 0 "-~ ql , 1--~_r 
qi 2 :0  ~ql ,  q--~q2 
q21 : 0--~ qa, 1-~_r 
qa~ : 0 -~ q4, 1-+q2 
q42 : O--~_r, 1-+_a. 
The machine operates by scanning across the tape with head two until it encounters 
a "1" and then alternately moving heads one and two to match each "0" and "1", 
halting when the first head encounters a "1" and the second another "0". 
The basic undecidability result given by Luckham, Park, and Paterson (their 
Theorem 3.1) is that it is recursively undecidable whether a one-way two-headed 
finite automaton accepts any tapes at all (i.e., the emptiness problem is recursively 
unsolvable). 
3.3. Simulation ofOne-way Two-headed Automata by Flowchart Schemes 
Luckham, Park, and Paterson [8] show that a flowchart scheme can simulate a one- 
way two-headed finite automaton with a binary alphabet in that if the computation of 
the automaton B is given by the state-symbol sequence 
qoelqia~2qi2E3... ,  
then the execution sequence of the scheme P(B) is given by the instructions cor- 
responding to the sequence of states 
qo , qf i  , qi2 . " ,  
and vice versa. The simulator P(B) is obtained from the transition table of B as follows: 
1. Construct he scheme 
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2. For each row of the transition table 
qiJ : 0 -+ ri0, 1--~r a 
construct he scheme 
p ) " F(Vj) 
fGIse ~ 
. For each dead state q, construct he scheme 
4. Connect he above n + 2 schemes by identifying labels, thus obtaining P(B). 
As an example of a simulator we offer the following flowchart scheme which 
simulates the two-headed automaton given above to recognize {0"ln0(0 V 1)* [ n /> 1}. 
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V I ~ F(V 2) 
V 2 . F (V 2) 
+ 
l V2 o FiV 2) 
V I § F (V I ) 
folse~ue 
V2 * F/V2} ] 
rue 
v 2 . F (V 2 )  
3.4. Unsolvability ofthe Eequivalence Problem (with pure data transfers) 
To prove the equivalence problem for Lo schemata with pure data transfers 
unsolvable an indirect simulation of a two-headed automaton is used. We first simulate 
the automaton B with a flowchart scheme P(B) and then simulate P(B) with an Lo 
scheme SP(B) which, on input X, simulates at least X execution steps of P(B). 
The following lemma provides the core of the simulator SP(B). 
LEMMA 1. We can construct for any flowchart scheme S an Lo scheme S' with 
the following property: 
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Proof. 
(i) 
write 
If P, X: ,  X~ satisfy P(X1) = true and P(X2) = false then, on input X, S' 
simulates at least X execution steps of S. 
For each block of the flowchart S write a segment of L<> code as follows: 
For 
? 
I v i * F (V j )  
I: v, ~F(V~.); 
GO TO m 
(ii) 
write 
For 
l : IF P(V~) THEN n ELSE m 
write 
(iii) For 
l : HALT 
Arrange these segments in any order. Some of the GO TO's will refer to statements 
which follow them ("donwward") and others to ones which precede them ("upward"). 
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Leave the downward transfers as they are. Suppose the scheme contains t upward 
transfers with targets R1, R~ ,..., R t . I f  some of these transfers are in IF statements 
rewrite them as follows: 
for 
write 
l : IF P(Vi) THEN n ELSE m 
l : IF  P(Vi) THEN 1'; 
GO TO m; 
l' : GO TO n. 
Now for each upward transfer, replace 
GO TO - -R  i 
by 
$1~ X2; 
. , ,  
GO TO end 
and surround the translated code with 
814- -  X 2 ; 
St +- X~ ; 
DO X; 
IF  P(S1) THEN R1 ; 
IF  P(S2) THEN R~ ; 
IF  P(SH) THEN Rt_ 1 ; 
IF  P(S~) THEN R~ ELSE Start; 
translated 
code described 
above 
end : END;  
HALT  
to create the L~ simulator S'. 
Thus at each place in which S would have executed an upward transfer, say to R~, 
we now set Si to X 1 and all other Sj to X~ and transfer to the END statement of the 
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containing DO X loop. If  X iterations of this loop have not yet been exhausted, we 
then evaluate P(SI), P(S2) .... finding them all false until we reach P(Si) = true and 
transfer to R i as intended. This L<> scheme thus executes X upward transfers and 
hence at least X execution steps of the flowchart scheme S. 
Q.E.D. 
We now apply Lemma 1 in proving that equivalence of Le schemes is recursively 
undecidable by reducing to the problem the known undecidable problem of 
testing emptiness of the set of tapes accepted by a two-headed one-way finite 
automaton. 
THEOREM 3. The L~ equivalence problem (with pure data transfers) is recursively 
unsolvable. 
Proof. Suppose the contrary. We will then show that the emptiness problem for 
two-headed finite automata is solvable. We are given a one-way two-headed finite 
automaton B, for which we construct he flowchart scheme P(B) using predicate P
and function F. 
Consider the following scheme SP(B), where we place the instruction 
OUT +- F2(IN) 
before the HALT representing the accept state of the finite automaton and OUT ~- IN 
before all the other halts: 
OUT ~-- IN; ] 
V2+--V1; 1 Part 1: 
X 1 ~ V 1 ; initialize 
)22 +- V1 ; variables 
DO IN; 
IF P(V1) THEN L 1 ELSE L 2 ; 
Lx :  XI ~-" V1; 
GO TO +L  a ; 
L~ : X2 +-- V1; 
i3: V1 4-- F(Vl); 
IF P(X1) THEN L 4 ELSE La ; 
L 4 : IF P(X2) THEN L 5 ELSE L 8 ; 
L 5 : END; 
OUT .r FI(IN); 
HALT;  
Part 2: 
locate i, j such that 
F/(0) = true and 
FJ(0) ---- false, if 
they exist 
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L6 :  S1 ~--- 
.o. 
St +-- 
DO 
X2 ; 
X~; 
X; 
IF  P(S1) THEN R 1 ; 
IF  P(S~) THEN R 2 ; 
IF  P(St_I) THEN Rt_l ; Part 3: 
IF  P(St) THEN R t ELSE Start: two-headed 
translated code from Lemma 1 one-way finite 
automaton 
with OUT ~--F~(IN) simulator 
before the HALT  representing 
the accept state of the 
automaton and OUT ~-- IN 
before all the other HALT 's  
end: END;  
OUT ~-- IN; 
HALT  
This scheme SP(B) first attempts to locate X~ = Fi(0), X 2 = F~(0) with P(X1) = true 
and P(X2) =false and halts with OUT = FI( IN ) if it does not find them on 0, 
F(0) ..... F~N(0).6 If  it does find X1, X~ with this property it then simulates the two- 
headed finite automaton B for at least IN  execution steps. I f  the automaton has halted 
and accepted in the process it sets OUT = F~(IN), otherwise OUT = IN. 
Note that the sequence 0, F(0), F2(0),... corresponds to the contents of the tape cells, 
and P corresponds to the test to determine whether the contents of a tape cell is 0 
or 1, so that Part 2 of SP(B) corresponds to checking the contents of the first IN tape 
cells to determine whether they all contain the same value or not (and noting at least 
one pair of cells which contain different values if any exists). 
Let SI(B) denote a scheme identical to SP(B) except hat the one assignment 
OUT +-- F2(IN ) 
is replaced by 
OUT ~-- IN. 
Now suppose that equivalence of L• schemata were decidable. I f  SP(B) ~ SI(B ), 
then B must accept some tape. If SP(B) ~ SI(B ), then B does not accept any tapes, 
except perhaps those which consist entirely of O's or entirely of l's. These we may check 
for separately since in this case B can only make a number of moves equal to the 
This method of using a locator program to find a binary valued predicate is used extensively 
in scheme theory. See [3] for a general account of it. 
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number of its state transitions before it must either halt or enter a nonterminating 
loop. Thus the emptiness problem for one-way two-headed finite automata is reducible 
to the Lo equivalence problem and since the former problem is undecidable, so is 
the latter. Q.E.D. 
3.5. Unsolvability of the equivalence problem (without pure data transfers) 
Unsolvability of equivalence of L• schemata without pure data transfers is proved 
by simple modifications of Lemma 1 and Theorem 3, as follows: 
Instead of the code substituted for 
GO TO --Ri 
in Lemma l, we use 
We then have 
S 1 4 -  F (X2) ;  
St ~- F(X2); 
S i "~- F (X1) ;  
GO TO end 
THEOREM 4. 
unsolvable. 
Proof. 
The L<> equivalence problem (without pure data transfers) isrecursively 
Replace the scheme SP(B) of Theorem 3 with SP'(B) given by 
OUT ~- FI(IN); 
v2 ~ F(V1); 
X 1 "(-- F (V1) ;  
X 2 ~-- F(Vi); 
DO IN; 
v3 ~ F(V1); 
V3 ~- F(V3); 
IF P(V3) THEN La ELSEL 2 ; 
51 : x~ ~-- F(V0; 
GO TO +L  3 ; 
L2: X 2 "r F(V1); 
La: V1 ~- F(V1); 
V 3 ~'-- F (X l ) ;  
IF P(V3) THENL 4 ELSEL 5 ; 
L, : V~ ~ F(X~); 
IF P(V3) THENL 5 ELSEL 6 ; 
L 5 : END; 
OUT ~- FI(IN); 
OUT ~- FI(OUT); 
HALT; 
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L~ : Sx ~ F(X~); 
s,  ~ F(X~); 
DO X; 
IF P(S1) THEN Rx ; 
IF P(S2) THEN R 2 ; 
IF P(St-1) THEN Rt-a ; 
IF P(St) THEN R e ELSE Start; 
translated 
simulator 
code 
end: END; 
OUT +- F~(IN); 
HALT  
The remainder of the proof is analogous to that of Theorem 3, except hat we miss 
not only the tapes with all O's or all l's, but also those with a single 1 followed by 
all O's and a single 0 followed by all l's. Q.E.D. 
3.6. Unsolvability of the Equivalence Problem for PLo 
Techniques imilar to those used in (3.4) and (3.5) establish the unsolvability of the 
equivalence problem for PL. However we cannot use the code DO V 2 ; OUT +-- 
FI(IN); HALT; END which causes OUT +--FI(IN) to be executed only when V 2 va 0 
to insure that each simulation of automaton B starts at the same tape cell. Instead, 
we use another device which causes OUT ~--FI(IN ) to be executed only when 
Vz i> 2. The mechanism for this is given in (4.4) and results in our simulating the 
automata beginning at either tape cell 0 or 1. The reader will see that essentially the 
same proofs as those given for Theorems 3 and 4 will establish 
THEOREM 5. The equivalence problem for L~> with or without pure data transfers i  
unsolvable. 
4. Loop SCHEMATA EQUIVALENCE 
4.1. Translation of Lo into L 
To show that equivalence of Loop schemata is undecidable we exhibit a translation 
from L<> to L, i.e., an effective procedure which constructs an equivalent L scheme for 
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a given one in L<~ . Our method will be to reduce all conditional, halt, and transfer 
schemes to the form 
IF P(X) THEN L 
and then to transform these simple conditional schemes into iterative schemes which 
control sequencing through the entire scheme in the same way. 
To simplify the conditional schemata, notice that 
(i) IF P(X) THEN L 1 ELSE L~ is equivalent to 
IF P(X) THEN L 1 ; 
GO TO L 2 
(ii) if P*(X*) is guaranteed to have the value true, then 
GO TO L 1 
is equivalent to 
IF P*(X*) THEN L 1 
and (iii) if again P*(X*) is true than HALT is equivalent to 
IF P*(X*) THEN L* 
where L* labels a dummy statement appended to the end of the scheme. 
4.2. Elimination of Conditionals 
Suppose//eL<> and let/7 o be the result of modifying H by the procedures given 
in (4.1), so that it contains no two-branched conditionals, HALT's, or GO TO's. 
Note that if P*(X*) -- true then 17 and/7o are equivalent. Suppose further that H o 
has m simple conditionals 
Li : IF P(V) THEN Mi 
ordered asL 1 , L 2 ,..., Lm in the scheme. The following procedure applied successively 
m times produces programs/-/1,/13 ..... H~ which (we claim) are all equivalent to H 0 
(if only Z = 0 and IN = 0) and such that H~ eL. 
1. Replace the statement at L~ by 
V' - - -  x~(V); 
DO V'; 
H~,--Z; 
END; 
where Xp is a characteristic function for the predicate P, i.e., 
P(V) = false iff xe(V) = O. 
57I/6/6-3 
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2. I f  the statement at Mi is 
then replace it by 
Mi :& 
Mi : Hi +--IN; 
Si 
3. Replace every statement between L i and M i (in the following section, where 
we use this translation process, L i will always precede Mi) as follows: 
(i) if the statement is Ni : S/where S/is 
U+-W 
or U +- F(W) 
or IF  P(U) THENL 
or HALT  
where U and W are different variables, then replace it by 
Ni : DO Hi ; 
Si ; 
END 
(ii) if the statement is Ni : U +-F(U) (statements of the form U +-- U can 
obviously be deleted) then replace it by 
Ni : U'+--- U; 
DOHi ;  
u +- F(U'); 
END 
(iii) leave all other statements as they are. 
4. Place the statement H i +-- IN at the beginning of the program. 
This generates from /-/;-t a new L<> scheme Hi with m -- i conditionals, so that 
ultimately/-/m ~ L. 
Intuitively, 11i_ t and Hi are equivalent because Hi functions as a switch to determine 
whether instructions hould be executed or skipped over. The code which replaces 
a branch sets the switch to zero if the branch were to be executed and nonzero 
otherwise. The Jcode surrounding each statement from L i to m i causes it not to be 
executed if the branch was to be executed and to be executed if the branch was not to be 
executed. The code at Mi then turns the switch on to make sure that the preceding 
statements will be executed on later passes if, e.g., they are in the range of a DO. 
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We will not give a formal proof of the equivalence here, but refer the reader to [2], 
where an analogous trauslation is used to show that the subrecursive language SR is 
equivalent in expressive power to the Loop language and is proved valid. 
4.3. Unsolvability ofLoop and Linear Loop Schemata Equivalence 
The critical element in our proof that the Loop Schemata equivalence problem is 
unsolvable will be to locate a variable with the value zero and another which is nonzero. 
The second variable is easily obtained (we simply use an input, which wilt be nonzero 
except in one case which we will be able to ignore), but the first is not so simple. 
We can write a scheme which will determine whether a function ever assumes the 
value zero (assuming the equivalence problem solvable), but cannot actually localize 
that value. For example, 
Z +-- IN; 
DO IN; 
Z'  +-- Z; 
DO Z; 
Z ~- FI(Z'); 
END; 
END; 
Y ~-- IN; 
Y' ~- IN; 
DO Z; 
Y ~- F2(Y'); 
END 
is equivalent to the scheme 
Z ~-- IN; 
DO IN; 
Z'  ~-- Z; 
DO Z; 
Z , -  FI(Z'); 
END; 
END; 
Y ~-- IN; 
Y '~-  IN 
iff for all values of IN; FI(IN ) 4: O. But, we cannot guarantee that we can get a zero 
into Z for all values of IN. 
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Instead we shall construct a scheme with the general form S[IN, Z] given below 
[initialize two-headed finite automaton simulator] 
DO IN; 
simulate two-headed finite automaton operating for] 
IN steps and assuming Z = 0 J 
END; 
DO Z; 
[zk~ off"0 the results of the previous loop if]j 
END 
Thus S[IN, Z] will be trivial for Z =A 0 and a two-headed finite automaton simulator 
for Z= 0. 
Using the above ideas we now produce an L scheme LP(B) which behaves like the 
scheme SP(B) used in the proof of Theorem 3, and thus obtain recursive unsolvability 
for the L equivalence problem. 
THEOREM 6. The L equivalence problem (with pure data transfers) is recursively 
undecidable. 
Proof. Suppose the contrary. We are given a one-way two-headed finite automaton 
B, for which we construct the flowchart scheme P(B) using predicate P and function F. 
Construct an L scheme LP(B) as follows: 
OUT ~-- IN; 
H a +-- IN; 
v~+-vl; 
v,+-v1; 
xl~-vl; 
x~v1;  
Part 1 : 
initialize 
variables 
DO IN; 
HI *-- IN; 
/t2 ~ a(Vl); 
DOH2;  
Xl  -~--- V1 ; 
Hi*--V2; 
END; 
DOH1;  
X24---V1; 
END; 
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(**)  y(Vl); 
G(X1); 
DOHa;  
H4 +-- IN; 
Hn +-- G(X~); 
DOHs;  
H,+--V2; 
END; 
END; 
OUT ~- FI(IN); 
DOH4;  
OUT ~ IN; 
END; 
END; 
Part 2: locate i , j  
such that 
Fi(O) = true and 
FJ(O) =false, 
if they exist 
DOH4;  
Part 3 of SP(B) from the proof 
of Theorem 3 translated into L 
by the procedure of sections 
(4.1) and (4.2) 
END; 
Part 3: 
two-headed 
one-way finite 
automaton simulator 
DO V 3 ; ] Part 4: "kill off" 
OUT ~--FI(IN); J simulation results 
END. if original V 1 ~ 0 
This scheme LP(B) is designed to operate just like SP(B) in Theorem 3. The function 
G used here is assumed to be a characteristic function for the predicate P, i.e., 
P(X) = false iff G(X) = O. 
Let S2(B ) be the equivalent of SI(B ) for LP(B). Suppose that equivalence of L 
schemata were decidable. If LP(B)~ S~(B), then B must accept some tape. If 
LP(B) = S~(B), then B does not accept any tapes, except perhaps those which 
contain only all O's or all l's. We proceed as in the proof for L<> equivalence. Q.E.D. 
A careful inspection of the code generated for Part 3 of the scheme LP(B) in the 
proof of Theorem 6 will show it to be simultaneously linear in V 1 and V s . The code 
in Part 2 can be made (strictly) linear in V 1 simply by moving the assignment 
(**) I/i ~ F(V~) 
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upward to appear between the lines 
DO IN; 
[Vl +-  F(Va);] 
Ha +- IN 
With this change we have 
THEOREM 7. The simultaneously linear Loop schemata equivalence problem (with 
pure data transfers) is recursively unsolvable. 
4.4. Unsolvability of Pre-Loop Schemata Equivalence (without pure data transfers) 
By considerably extending the locator and "killing off" techniques presented in the 
preceding sections and by modifying the procedure for translating from L<> into L, 
we may prove L equivalence without pure data transfers unsolvable. 
The necessary changes to the translation procedure (see (4.2)) are 
1. Replace the statement a L i by 
v '  *-  xdv) ;  
DO V'; 
H i +- G(Va); 
END 
2. If the statement a M i is M i : Si then replace it by 
Mi : Hi ~ G(W); 
Si 
3. (ii) If the statement a Ni is Ni : U ~-- F(U) then replace it by 
Ni :  DOHi ;  
U +-F(U); 
END 
4. Place the statement Hi *- G(W) at the Start statement of the simulator. 
Now we may establish 
THEOREM 8. The L equivalence problem (without pure data transfers) is recursively 
unsolvable. 
Proof. 
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We construct the scheme WP(B) 
OUT ~-- F~(IN); 
OUT ~--- Fx(IN); 
OUT +- Fx(OUT); 
Part 1 : 
initialize 
OUT and OUT 
v. +-F(Z); 
V 2 ~-- F(Z); 
v~ +- c(v~); 
DO IN; 
DO Vl; 
v~ . -  F(V~); 
END; 
v2 +- F(V~); 
DO Wl; 
v~ ~ c(v~); 
END; 
END; 
Part 2: 
locate i >/1 ) 
[ GF~(Z)J = o 
and set 
V~ = Fi(Z) 
D,--  F(Z); 
C ~ F(Z); 
A ~- G(D); 
DO IN; 
DO A; 
IN 2 4-- G(V3); 
END; 
DO INs; 
D+--F(C); 
END; 
C +- F(C); 
DO INs ; 
A ~ G(D); 
END; 
END; 1 
Part 3: 
locate j 
[ CFJ (Z) I > 0 
and set 
D = FJ(Z) 
W +- F(Z); 
w~ +-F(z); 
w,  ,-- c(w.) ;  
DO IN; 
w~ G(V~); 
DOW2; 
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w ~- O(D); 
DO V1; 
w +- G(V~); 
END; 
V 1 ~-- G(n); 
END; 
W +- G(D); 
DO W; 
w ~- a(v~); 
END; 
DO W; 
w ~- F(W3); 
END; 
w~ +-F(W3); 
DO W; 
w~ ~- a(w); 
END; 
DO V1; 
v~ ~- a(v.); 
END; 
END; 
Part 4: 
locate k ~ 1 ) 
[ GFk(Z)I = 1 
and set 
w = Fk(Z) 
DO IN; 
Part 3 of SP(B)  from the proof 
of Theorem 3translated into L 
by the procedures of Sections 
(4.1), (4.2), and this section and 
with, 
OUT ~-- F~(IN) 
replaced by 
OUT ~-- F2(IN ) 
END; 
Part 5: 
one-way 
two-headed 
finite automaton 
simulator 
OUT +-- FI(IN); 
OUT +- FI(OUT); 
DO A; 
E +- G(V3); 
DOWn;  
OUT +- F~(OUT); 
Part 6: 
"kill off" 
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DO E; 
OUT +- F~(IN); 
OUT +-- FI(OUT); 
END; 
E 4-- G(D); 
END; 
END; 
if ] G(W)I =~ 1 
or I G(D)] = 0 
v, ~- a(v.); l 
DO V a; ] Part 7: 
OUT +-- Fx(IN); "kill off" 
OUT +--F~(OUT); if[ G(V3)[ ~ 0 
END; 
DO Z; -] Part 8; 
OUT ~- FI(IN); J "kill off" 
OUT ~--F~(OUT); if[ Z[ r 0 
END 
and a corresponding scheme Sz(B) with OUT +-FI(IN ) for OUT +--F,(IN) and 
proceed as in the proof of Theorem 6. Q.E.D. 
4.5. Unsolvability ofNonlinear Post-Loop Equivalence (with pure data transfers) 
The methods of (4.2) and (4.3) apply to nonlinear Post-loop because we can simulate 
branching with the following device. Let 
1 if XpI( X) ~2 if ~P(X) 
be a modified characteristic function for P. Then to simulate the branch 
IF P(V) THEN M 
use the switching technique of (4.2) with the following code to set the switch, where 
IZ~] =1 and IZ~l =2,  
V ~ XpI(V); 
DO; 
H+-Z1; 
z~z~;  
TEST V 
The initial values Z1, Z 2 are taken as inputs, and the same "killing off" trick is 
used as that explained at the beginning of (4.3). The reader will note that ] H ] takes 
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the value 1 or 2 depending on whether P(V) is true or false. Then a switch is constructed 
using H as before. For example, a switch after U +-F(W) is 
Ua~ U; 
v ~F(W); 
U2~ U; 
DO; 
U~-U2; 
TEST H 
The rest of the construction is similar enough to that given in (4.3) that the reader 
can fill in the details, noting only that l Z1 t and [ Z 2 t must be arranged to contain 1 
and 2, respectively, by the "killing off" technique. 
THEOREM 9. The equivalence problem for PL (with pure transfers) is undecidable. 
5. ASSIGNING MATHEMATICAL NOTATION TO SCHEMES 
5.I. Function Names in Mathematics 
The notation described in this section is equally valid for Pre- and Post-Loop 
programs and schemes, though, as the reader will note, most of the examples refer to 
Pre-Loop, since the following section provides numerous Post-Loop examples in our 
equivalence algorithm for Post-Loop schemata. 
The standard mathematical notation for the Loop program DO X: X~---X + 1; 
END is 2"x,  for DO X; DO X; X+- -X+ 1; END; END is 2~.x, and DO; 
X +-- X + 1 ; TEST X is 2 " x + (t --" x). If one is careful to distinguish function 
names (functors) from integer names, then the usual convention has Ax[2 9 x] or fl( ) 
with fl(x) = 2" x and ,Xx[2 ~" x] or f~( ) with f2(x) = 2 ~ -x for the function names. 
If the two Loop programs, ~1 and a 2 , compute functions N ~ N, and the output 
variable of ~a is identical to the input variable of ~ ,  then the program &a ; &z is usually 
denoted by &2(&l()) where &l, &2 are the functors for ~1 and ~.  Thus DO X; 
X*-- X -r 1 ; END; DO X; DO X; X +-- X + 1 ; END; END is denoted by 2 c-zt) 9 (2x) 
or by fz(ft()). We see that conjunction of programs corresponds to composition of 
functions. 
The application of DO v; - - ;  END to a program ~, resulting in DO v; a; END, 
also has a standard mathematical form. Again suppose that a( ) : N ~ N. Then for 
any function f (  ) : N --+ N, define its iteration by 
(i) f(~ = x 
(ii) f(n+i)(x) = f(f(n)(X)). 
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Now it is easy to see that DO v; a; END is represented by a{*)( ) where x = [v [. 
Similarly, we define the post-iteration of f (  ) by 
( i)  f [O l (x )  = f i l l (x )  = f(x) 
(ii) ftn+ll(x) = f(ftnl(x)) for n ) 1 
so that DO; c~; TEST  v is represented by cJ~]( ) for x = ] v ]. Note thatff")( ) = ft- l(  ) 
fo rn )  1. 
We shall exploit this correspondence b tween programs and functors. To do so we 
must define it carefully and carry it over to schemes. The only difficulty is providing 
an adequate notation for expressing the iteration of vector functions. 
There is also a small matter of terminology. I f programs compute functions which 
are denoted mathematically b functors, then what do we call the mathematical names 
for functionals, which program schemes compute ? We shall call them functional 
expressions. An example of one is H[f, x, y] = fl~)(y), the mathematical notation for 
DO X; Y~--f(Y);  END. 
Notation. Capital Latin letters, F i ,  Gi,  Hi denote functional expressions and 
Fi[ ], Gi[ ], Hi[ ] denote the corresponding functionals. To simplify the connection 
between schemes and their expressions we use variable and function names (x i , f  i) 
for variables and function variables (vi, hi) in schemes. 
5.2. Iteration of Vector Functions 
A key piece of notation needed to describe non-linear schemes is that for the 
iteration of vector-valued functions and functionals. We need iteration only into 
individual arguments, o it suffices to treat only the case of functions. 7 
Notation for vectors is critical, so we consider it with care. A vector  (x  1 , . . . ,  Xn) will 
be denoted by (x), or by X when no confusion results. The number of elements is 
indicated by writing (x) E D n or x E D ~ in the context. The i-th component is denoted 
(x)i or X i .  
The value of a vector-valued function is denoted ( f (X)) ,  or f (X)  when no confusion 
is possible. The function itself is denoted ( f ( ) )  or f ( ) .  Thus in the worst ease, when 
it is important o avoid confusion of individual-valued functions, f l ( ) ,  with vector- 
valued functions, ( f2()) ,  we can write f l (X) versus (f~(X)) or even (f2((x))). Now 
for iteration. 
We are concerned only with iterations which occur in the form DO X; S; END 
for some scheme S. In such a ease the feedback is built into the scheme S. Conversely 
Notation for the iteration of functions f( ) : D n --~ D is difficult so one might expect hat for 
f( ) 9 D" --~ D~ it would be terrible. Happily, it is not. It is easier than the single output case, 
and in fact, clarifies that case. 
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given S, the function corresponding to it has the feedback built-in. This allows for a 
simple notation as we shall see below. 
Given f (  ) : D n --+ D~, the required idea of iteration, f t~() ,  is 
DO X; f; END where f has n inputs and p outputs. 
We notice that unless some output is also an input, the above expression is just f (  ) 
itself. In fact, the only outputs of consequence are those which are also inputs (feedback 
variables). Therefore, we assume that p >~ n and we regard each input as an output 
(if it does not appear on the lbs of any assignment, hen it is an implicit output). 
The definition follows: 
tXj if j<~n 
(i) f(~ = ow 
(ii) f(n+l)(X)~ = f(f(n)(X)l ,...,f(n)(X),~)~. 
(iii) f i~ 
(iv) fD](X)~ = f(")(X)j for n ~> 1. 
An example showing the connection between these iteration functional expressions 
and iterative schemes hould be helpful. 
EXAMPLE: Consider the following scheme 
DOX1;  
Xa ~ F~(X~); 
x~ ~ F~(Y); 
END 
S 
The scheme S inside the iterative defines the vector function S[fl, f2, fa, xl, x~] = 
(f2(x2), f3(fl(xa)), fl(xl)). The simple function notation for S can be 
S(xl, x2) = (f2(xz), f3(fx(xl)), fl(xl)}. 
The iteration of S, denoted Sl*~[f 1,fz ,f3, Xx, x2] or more simply S(*~(xl, x2) , is 
defined by 
S(~ , x2) = (x l  , x2 , OF 
S("+l)(Xl, x2) : (S(S(n)(xl, X2)l, S(n)(xl, x8)2) 1 , S(S{n)(xl, X2)l, S(n)(Xl, X1)2)2 ,
S(S(n~(Xl, X2)l, S(n)(xl, x2)2)3). 
The scheme S(~O(Xl, x2) will be denoted 
<ACx2), f3(fl(Xl)), fl(Xl)> (xl) IX1, X2] 
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so that the ( ) part replaces the letter S and becomes the expression's main body. 
The ordering of the input variables along with the ordering of the ouput components 
determines the feedback for iteration. Therefore, this ordering information must be 
preserved when the functional expression is combined with others. For example, if 
X 1 and X 2 receive values X 1 ~--Fo(X1) and X 2 ~--Fo(X1) before the iterative, then the 
corresponding functional expression is S(lo(~l))(fo(xl), f0(xx)) which will be denoted 
X X (f~ (f2(x2), In(f1(1)), f l( i))(Xl,x2 ) [f0(xl),/o(Xl)] 9 
We can avoid the subscripting n-tuple, in this example the (x a , x2) , if we agree to 
number the input variables in order, x a , x 2 ,..., x n in the expression for the function 
body. This will be our most frequent convention. We will next discuss a uniform way 
of making these assignments. 
5.3. Assigning Functional Expressions to Schemes 
The process of assigning a functional expression to a scheme is simple. The idea is 
to follow the flow of control backwards from the output variables. A simple informal 
routine for this is given below. We continue to use the correspondence b tweenF~ and 
f i ,  Xi and x i , Yi and Yi to separate the mathematical expressions from the schemes. 
Given a scheme S = s 1 ; s 2 ; ""; s t , the last occurrence of a variable v in S is its 
occurrence in S m where m = max{i] v occurs in si}. Note that an iterative is a single 
statement in the BNF definitions in (2.1)-(2.3) and in this definition also. 
We now give an algorithm for translating a scheme to a functional expression. 
Routine A: 
(1) Locate all output variables of S. List them as an output vector, (Yl ,..., Y~). 
(2) For each Yi, find the last occurrence of Yi on the left hand side (lhs) in some 
statement of S. The occurrence is one of two types: 
(a) Yi +--F~(Wi) outside the scope of all iteratives 
(b) Yi occurs on the lhs in the scope of an iterative, say in DO V; H; END.  
Follow a separate procedure for each case: 
(a)-procedure: Writefa(wi) for Yi in the output vector. 
(b)-procedure: Let sm be the statement of last occurrence. 
Select an Ht ,  locate inputs and outputs to s,~, order them and write 
H(V) tV V ~ 
l (  Vil . . . . .  Viq)k 41 . . . . .  iq]k 
for Yi in the output vector (where the subscript k on the functional expression selects 
the output Yi from the vector of outputs for Sin). 
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(3) For each input in the output vector esulting from (1), apply the process of 
step (2). Continue in this way until only input variables, X i to S remain as inputs 
and none of them occur on the lhs of any statements j for j < m where sm 
contains the last occurrence of X i . Notice that this process must stop after l steps 
( ISI  = Ih ; ' " ;h l  = l ) .  
Routine A produces a number of new letters Hi  9 Each of them has vector input 
and output and is associated with an iterative statement scheme of S. Step 2 in the 
translation from S to a function expression is the application of Routine A to each 
iterative statement scheme si and associated H i . The result of this step is a set of 
functional expressions and a new set of H i associated with iteratives contained in each 
iterative of S. Routine A is applied to these and the process is repeated until no new 
letters are introduced. This procedure requires only d steps where d is the maximum 
depth of nesting of iteratives in S. 
Step 3 of the translation is the substitution of functional expressions for functorial 
letters until only one expression remains. We provide an illustration of the method 
below. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. 
Scheme S 
1 VI+--FI(V1); 
2 DO V1; 
3 VI+--F2(V2); 
4 V 2 +- FI(VI); 
5 END; 
6 V 3 +-- F~(V~); 
7 DO V1; 
8 v2 ~ FI(V3); 
9 DO V~; 
10 v~ ~ Fl(v2); 
11 VI +-.FI(V2) , 
12 END; 
13 V 1 +- F2(Vi); 
14 END; 
15 V3 ~-F~(V  0 
We begin with the output vector 
and, on applying Routine A once, we obtain 
(H~Vl)[V1, V2, V~]l, H~vl)[Vt, V2, Vz]~, FI(V1)), 
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where H 1 denotes the iterative in lines 7-14. Expanding H a we find that 
H 1 = <F2(V1) , H~&(v:))[Fl(Va)]~>, 
where H 2 denotes the iterative in lines 9-12 and the FI(Va) is from line 8. Similarly, 
on expanding H2, we find 
H~ = <F,(FI(V~)), FI(V~) }. 
Now, substituting H 2 into HI, we have 
H 1 = <F2(VI) , <El(El(V2)), F,(V2)>(&(v3))[FI(Va)]2>. 
Substituting this into the original expression, we obtain 
<<F2 (vl), <FI(FI (V2)) 'F1 (V2)>(&(va)) [/71( Va)]2>( v,) 
[Vl, V2, V3]l, <F2(V1), <FI(FI(V~)),FI(V2)> (&(v~)) 
[Fx(Va)]2}(VO[v1, V2, Va]l, Fi(Vl)>. 
We have now expanded lines 7-15. We leave it to the reader as an exercise to expand 
lines 1-6 and incorporate them into the above. 
6.1. 
or 
6. EQUIVALENCE AND NORMAL FORM ALGORITHMS FOR 
LINEAR POST-LOOP SCHEMATA 
Loop Functional Expressions (lfs) for Linear Schemes 
From Section 5 we know that the form of a functional expression is either 
(a) <F I ..... Fn}(EI ,..., En) 
(b) (F~ - - .m (E~ E.), ,..., l~n) <Xl ..... X,> ,"', 
where ach F/, Ei, or E is itself a functional expression. 
In the case of monadic linear schemes we can show that he form is much simpler 
than this. First we do not need vector iteration, since there is only one feedback 
variable (at most) in each loop. Therefore we can write the expression as
(a) <F1}(E 1.... , E~) 
or 
(b) <F1}<xl> (E 1 ..... En). 
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But we can further simplify the expression i an important way. Since all the functions 
are monadic, the output of a scheme is simply a composition sequence 
f,1 ~ ~ " '  oA~, 
where each f~j is one of the function inputs to the scheme. 
We want our functional expression for the scheme to more closely resemble a
composition sequence. We can accomplish this by singling out the one variable in any 
expression which is the input to the composition sequence; we call it the primary 
variable. We then notice that because the scheme is linear, this variable must also be 
the feedback variable (if any). We single out the primary variable in our notation by 
writing it on the same line as the function expression and moving all the other variables 
up to the exponent line. Thus the expression 
is now written as 
<~ \[El (E 1 E.) r12<Xl> ,.. . ,  
<FI> [E] (E1)(Ez ..... E~) 
because E1 is the primary input (the X 1 is no longer written because we know that E 1 
is substituted for the primary variable). 
For example, in the scheme 
DO; 
DO; 
Z +-- FI(Z); 
TEST X; 
TEST Y 
the primary input is Z and the functional form is 
<<fl>t<(z)>t~l(z) 
or, alternatively, by omitting the primary variable until the end, 
<<k>m>r~1(z). 
We can write a fairly simple syntactic definition of these loop functional expressions 
for monadic linear Post-Loop schemes. Using a modified (but transparent) BNF 
notation we get 
loop functional expression (lf) 
L--+flLoLl<L)tV](x)lV ..... m l(L)tV](x )
V--~ xIL,  
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where f is a function variable and x is an individual variable. Often we omit the 
composition sign, o, between function letters, e.g., we writeflfz for f l  ofz. Sometimes 
we omit the primary variable, especially when listing a sequence of compositions. 
Finally, the reader should recall that the correspondence b tween input expressions, 
say E x ,..., En in (F}[el (~, ..... E~) and variables in F, say x 1 .... , xn, is given by the 
numerical ordering of the subscripts. In this case E, corresponds to x i . A typical If is 
given below. 
EXAMPLE. 
fo<<fa(f2} [~a] (z)} [xd (z)(~'O}[</l>t'~1(xl)J (z)(1,.(~).~,~) fo(Z
which we could also write as 
fo<<A<A>t"'1)}t~'~1("')} t <a >t'~(~')l(a(~') '~) fo
i.e., leaving out the primary variable and relabeling the variables inside various 
functional expressions. 
There is one case in which the primary variable must always be written. That is 
when the iteration variable is also the primary variable, as in the example below. 
EXAMPLE 
DO; 
DO; 
X +- F(X); 
TEST X; 
TEST X 
The functional expression is <<f)t~l(x))t~(x). (The reader can check that we never 
need to express an identity between the primary variable and any other inputs because 
all such relationships are instances of feedback of the primary variable into the iteration 
variable of the functional expression being iterated.) 
We call this type of functional expression an atom and we deal with it below in the 
more general setting of extended loop functional expressions (elf@ 
We summarize the above discussion as a theorem which the reader can easily prove 
(by induction on length and depth of nesting). 
THEOREM 10. I f  S is a monadic linear PL scheme, then its functional expression can 
be written in the form 
<FI}t~I] (xl)(,,} ..... 1~) o -..o <F,,>te..] (xl)(,7' ..... ,:.), 
where Ei , Ft , and Ij i are loop functional expressions and x x is the primary input variable. 
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The equivalence algorithm in (6.5) applies to any pair of PL schemes represented by 
loop functional expressions of the above form. The theorem shows that this class 
includes (in fact properly) the linear schemes. 
6.2. Extended Loop Functional Expressions (ells) 
In the normal form and equivalence algorithms developed here it will be necessary 
to consider the equivalence of extended loop functional expressions. These arise 
because we want the normal forms for 
DO; and DO; 
DO; DO; 
z F(Z); Z,-- F(Z); 
TEST X 1 ; TEST X 2 ; 
TEST X 2 TEST X 1 
to be the same and to be as if both were from the scheme 
DO; 
Z .-- F(Z); 
TEST X 1 -X2, 
where we use the multiplication to indicate that the iteration is to run [x 1 ] 9 f x 21 
steps. To do this we need "x I 9 x~" to be a legitimate subexpression even when we 
substitute arbitrary loop functional expressions for the variables,  
The general idea for obtaining extended expressions i  to allow arithmetic expres- 
sions with loop functional expressions (and, recursively, extended loop functional 
expressions) asoperands and to allow these elfs to be substituted for iteration variables. 
Using the same modified BNF notation as before, we have 
extended loop functional expressions (elfs) 
E--,-IS] E" E l (E )  + (E) l(E) 9 (E) lc 
/5 ~L  ] @)[Wl(x) I (E)CWl(x)~ v ..... vl with a proviso 
W-*- E]y,  
where the proviso is that x does not occur in W. The meanings of L, V, x, and y are 
as before, and c is a positive integer. 
We give below some simple examples of ells and a more extensive xample is given 
in (6.3) after the discussion of atoms. The method for assigning ells to schemes is 
part of the normal form algorithm of (6.5). 
s Another way to accomplish this would be to extend the Loop schemata l nguage by aUowing 
arithmetic expressions as iteration variables. We could then show that the two languages were  
equivalent and that the functional form of a scheme in the extended language is an elf. 
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EXAMPLES. 
(1) ( ( f l  o f2)[(Xl+X&(x3+2)])M o fz o fl(x); 
(2) ((f1~ (xl))[~d; 
(3) ((A)t<%>t~%)>~ t:~] (Xl)(~9; 
(4) ( f l )  t(<<<1~>t~G~)>~ (Xl)" 
6.3. Atoms 
DEFINITION. An atom is a functional expression (L)(L)(v) where v occurs in L. 
The following are examples of atoms 
(1) <fl of2>rxJ (x) 
(2) (Aof2)[<I~>'~, '%)] 
Atoms are important because they behave somewhat analogously to function letters 
in the way they combine with other expressions, especially in the procedure for 
contracting loops (given below). 
The role of elfs and atoms together is illustrated in the following example: 
$1 and $2 
DO; DO; 
z +- F(Z); Z . -  F(Z); 
TEST X= ; TEST X 1 ; 
DO; DO; 
Z, -F (Z) ;  Z , -  F(Z); 
TEST 21 TEST X z 
We want to reduce these to the same canonical form (f(~;))[Zl+X2]. Products enter 
when we consider equivalent schemes like 
DO; and 
DO; 
z ,--F(Z);  
TEST X a ; 
DO; 
z , -  F(Z); 
TEST X= ; 
TEST X 3 
DO; 
DO; 
Z ~ F(Z); 
TEST X1 ; 
TEST X z ; 
DO; 
DO; 
Z +- F(Z); 
TEST X~ ; 
TEST Xa 
which are written as (f(z))t(xl+~)'~] or in canonical form as (f(z))t~l"~3+~'~]. 
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We do not allow expressions like @)[El(V) where v occurs in E because in an expres- 
sion like 
( f l  ~ [<*~>t'~l%)+*d (Xl) 
the terms fil%](xl) and x~ do not commute under +,  i.e., the two schemes below are 
not equivalent. 
DO; and DO; 
X 1 ~ F2(X1); Xl ~ FI(X1); 
X 1 <-- FI(X1); TEST  X 2 ; 
TEST  X 2 ; DO; 
DO; X 1 +-- F2(XI); 
X 1 ~-- /71(21) ; 21  ~-  F I (X1)  ; 
TEST X~ ; TEST  X 2 ; 
DO; DO; 
x ,  ~ F~(X3; & ~ F~(Xl); 
X 1 +-- FI(X1); 2(1 +-- FI(X1); 
TEST  X 1 TEST  X 1 
6.4. Discussion of the Normal Form and Equivalence Algorithms 
The equivalence test will simply be a check for identical normal forms. This 
discussion is to motivate the construction of this form and to indicate why equivalent 
schemes have the same normal form. 
The linearity of the schemes and the use of primary variables to further "linearize" 
the form of a scheme causes the external form of a linear scheme to be 
E 1 [1 m m A~ ~](h ...... 2) A[~,,l(q ..... t,,) A~ 1]([1 . . . . . .  1 ) ~ 2 12 o o - - -  o m , 
where Ai ,  Ik ~, and E i are ells. 
The primary input is x, and all other inputs occur in various of the expressions Ik~. 
(For many purposes it is sufficient o view the expression as A~ Ell o "" o A~,,1.) 
Any such expression is put into normal form in the following steps: (i) exponents 
are moved into atoms (we call this "contracting loops" and it is a delicate point); 
this may result in terms with products as exponents, (ii) atoms are put into normal 
form, (iii) equivalent adjacent bases are collected, i.e., if B~ --= Bi+l, then B!edB~+l ] 
becomes B~e~+E~+I ], (iv) broken groupings are collected, e.g., f l  ~ ~ (fa ~ of~)n ~ 
and f lo  (f2 ~ ~ ~ ~ are both put in the form (fa ~ ~ n+l, (v) as the 
process proceeds, variables can be renamed in order. 
Two schemes $1, $2 will be equivalent with respect o Y iff their normal form 
expressions in Y are identical. The reasons for this will be sketched briefly below 
before the precise normal form algorithm is given. 
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The most basic underlying idea is that on input x two schemes produce sequences 
of function calls 
S1 :fix o f~ o ... ~ f i ,  , 
32 :YJl ~176 "" ~ 
where f ik ,  f& are input functions. The schemes are equivalent iff n = p and jk = ik, 
k = 1 .... , n. We show that this does not happen unless the normal forms are identical. 
Clearly the result is true in expressions with no exponents because they are of the 
form fq  o ' "  o f,,,(x). Indeed, if the expressions are not equivalent, hey differ for infinitely 
many inputs (in fact, for all x > x 0 for some x0). Suppose this is true for expressions 
with exponents of depth n (i.e., for schemes with DO-loops nested to depth n). Then 
we must show it for expressions with maximum nesting n + 1 (of arbitrary length). 
All loop functional expressions have the external form 
E 1 1 a[  1](11 I n ) ~[E~](/~ 1~ ) ... o A[mem](f~ ..... 1,,~). 31 ~ 2ff. 1 . . . . .  1 o x~/2 . . . . .  2 o 
Let S 2 have this form with _~, E, i replacing A, E, I and with ~ replacing m. Assume 
these expressions are in normal form, but not identical. We then show they are not 
equivalent. 
Let Ai~, -~q be the first location from the left where the expressions are not identical. 
We concentrate our attention on 
i l  1 m m A~.Eql(q ..... &~) ... ArE,,](11 ..... 1,,j 
o o .~ m 
and 
... A[E~](q ..... Ik/m) 
i I 1 o o . 
Notice that Aii_, .4ii are atoms. We want to check whether All  ~ Ai l .  I f  either 
exponent, Ei~ or Eq ,  is constant, the corresponding atom could be nested to depth 
n q- 1. I f  both exponents are variables, then the atoms are equivalent iff they are 
identical. So we first assume an exponent is constant. 
Assume Aq is nested to depth n + 1. Notice that its form is A [E(v'vl ..... ~-)l(v) and 
suppose Aq ,  is Afe](~7) where g may or may not be in E. Since the atom itself is in 
normal form, A is compared to ~i and, because the depth of nesting is less, they are 
equivalent iff they are identical. 
I f  A ~ A, then we claim Aq ~ Aq ,  iff E ~ E which happens iff E and E are 
identical because again the degree of nesting is less (here we actually need the induction 
hypothesis on ells). The claim holds because if E ~ E, then one scheme can produce 
more A-terms in the final evaluation sequence than the other can and because of the 
normal form, no adjacent erms Ail_ x , Aq+ a can make up the difference. 
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If A ~ A, then regardless of the exponents, the contribution of Ai 1 _and .4q terms 
in the final evaluation sequence is different. So, we have that Aq ~ Aq iff they are 
identical. 
Returning to the main expression, if Aia ~ Aq,  then Eq ~ E,q otherwise the 
expressions would be identical. Now we argue as above to conclude that more Aq 
terms appear in the final evaluation sequence, so the expressions are not equivalent. 
If All ~ Aq,  then we consider whether the Eq, or Eil terms contain variables 
or not. If one does, then we can argue as before that inequivalent Aq,  -all terms occur 
in the final evaluation sequence. If one or both terms contain constants, then by 
condition (iv) of the normal form, the next block containing a variable exponent is 
not able to combine with these Aq terms to form equivalent groupings in the final 
evaluation, so the schemes are inequivalent. 
This brief and incomplete sketch will be filled in Section 6.6 where we prove the 
correctness of the precise normal form algorithm given in the next section. 
6.5. Normal Form and Equivalence Algorithms for elfs 
I. Normal Form Algorithm for ells (NFA): 
(1) (a) Put elf into dnf (disjunctive normal form): 
TI + T2 + ... + Tn, 
by distributing all products over sums. Regard each loop expression, L, as a new 
variable (indeterminate) in this process. Make a list of variables and corresponding 
expressions. 
X1 -- L1 
X~ -- L~ 
X,  - - L , .  
Notice each L i is an If (rather than elf). 
(b) Compare ach Li , Lj ; ask L i =-- Lj , i, j -= 1,..., n. List the equivalences 
in a table, and use the first variable to name the expression. 
(c) Collect terms (retaining the normal form). 
EXAMPLES: ((<Afo.>[~](X)) + (<Aft>[~](x))~)(<Af2A>[~] o <f1>[~l(y)) becomes 
(x 1 + xl ~) x~ which in dnf is xlx 2 + x12x~ which is 
((flf2> [~1 (x))(<f~f~f~> [ ] o <f~>[~] (y)) + (<fJ~>[~] (x))2(<f~f~fl> ~] o <f~>[~] (y)). 
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Notice that we can parse these E-expressions in a simple manner: 
(2) 
With parentheses 
E (E) + (E) 
E-+ (E).(E) 
Contracting loops: 
With precedence 
E - - -~A+E[A  
A-+L 'A IL  
Given an iteration block (Ai) [lri]cli), where I i = (Ili,..., I i ) ,  the exponent E i may 
be applicable to a smaller base than A i . For instance, in 
DO; 
DO; 
Xz ~-- F(X3); 
TEST X~ ; 
TEST X 1 
the form is ((f~[x2]][xl](x3) and the outer exponent, Xl, is applicable to the base <f~ 
which is smaller than the base ((f)[x2]). So we will "contract he outer loop" to 
obtain the equivalent expression ~ffi~v~](x3). 
In general, if A i has the form (Ai) [v]~m, then contraction is possible (I i is the same 
inside because no new variables can be introduced in passing to the outer loop), and 
we form 
(Ai)t~'~](t'). 
This step relies on the fact that loop invariant code has already been moved out 
of the loop expressions (when they were formed), thus a scheme like 
DO; 
X 1 +--FI(Xz); 
DO; 
X~ +-- F2(X2); 
TEST X 1 ; 
TEST W 
appears as 
DO; 
DO; 
, - -  
TEST Xj ; 
TEST W 
which has the If ((f2~[*'](x2)}[w](fl(xa)). 
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The contraction step is performed on all loop expressions, working inward until 
no further contractions are possible. Then the next loop is contracted. 
(3) 
Notice that the loop functional expression (If) is now given to us in the form 
S --  (A:) tell (19o (A2)te'J(:) o ..- o (A,) rE-m"), 
where I i = (11 i ..... Iini). We shall sometimes drop the I i terms for notational simplicity. 
(a) Our first task is to incorporate constant exponents. 
An exponent E i is constant iff it is an integer. 
Search S from left to right until the first term (Aiq)[Eq] surrounded by constant 
terms, is found, say 
AixAq "'" Aiq_:(Ai~) [Eq] Aiq+: "'" Ai,+,. 
Suppose At, =-- AIA2 "'" .gv, ,  then see if there is a match such that 
Aij "'" Aiq_lA1 "'" -'~t ~ ~Zlt+l "'" A~Ai~+: "'" Aq+ . 
I f  there is, then form a new term -~iq = Aij "'" -dr and rewrite S as 
Ail" '" Aij_:(Ai,) [E'+I] Aiq+,+: "'" Aiq+,.. 
Continue the process moving right across S. (This process will be applied recursively 
to the Ai blocks when the NFA is called on them.) 
The process is illustrated by the simple case S = (abc)[E~la(bca)[~albc. The result is 
(abc)[g:](abc)[F~+a]. 
(b) The next task is to determine which Ai blocks are equivalent. We first 
apply the NFA to each A~. Then we can assume that A~ appears in the form 
B~x o .--o B~,, where each Pi G N and where no adjacent loop expressions B i are 
equivalent. We say Ai  is prime iff it has the form B ~. 
Next compare adjacent blocks, Ai ,  Ai+x 9 I f  both are prime say A i = B~ and 
Ai+ 1 ]~a~ then check whether B i ~ Bi+ 1 I f  so, replace : ~ i+1 ~ 
(Ai) [Ei] (Ai+l) [Ei+l] by (Bi) [~i'Et-k~i+l"Et§ 
I f  one is not prime, then see if the expressions for A i and A~+ 1 are identical; if so, 
form 
(Ai) [~+E~+:J for (Ai)[E']o (Ai) [s'+~]. 
I f  not, then go to the next pair. 
A key point here is that if Ai+l is equivalent to B~, then it will appear as B~ because 
the NFA has been applied to each block A i . 
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EXAMPLES: 
(i) (ab) x~ (ababab) xz becomes (ab) ~1+3"~. 
(ii) (ab) xl (ab) x' (ab) ~ (an) ~z~5 (an) ~ becomes (ab) ~l+x'+x3+~+~)'~5. 
(iii) (abbcd) ~ (a)(bbcda) x2 (bbcd)(abbcdabbcd) ~ becomes (abbcd) x~+~+1)+2"~3. 
(iv) (abc) ~' a(bca) ~ bc(adbc) z3 ad(bcad) ~" becomes (abc) ~'+x~+a ( dbc) "~+~' all. 
Simple example for common base: 
(~)~ (a~a~) '(~)~ (a~a)  ~" (aa~) ~ 
becomes 
(4) 
(a)2El+4E,+3E3+6r,+3ES. 
Now put exponents into normal form. 
EXAMPLE. We shall put the following scheme into normal form as an example: 
DO; 
)(3 +-- F~(X3); 
x2 ~ F~(X~); 
TEST X 3 ; 
DO; 
DO; 
z +- FI(Z); 
DO; 
Z +-- F2(Z); 
z ~- F~(Z); 
TEST X 1 ; 
z ~ F~(Z); 
TEST X 2 ; 
TEST  X~ ; 
DO; 
DO; 
z * -  FI(Z); 
Z ~ F~(Z); 
DO; 
Z~-F I (Z) ;  
Z ~ F~(Z); 
TEST X 1 ; 
TEST  X a ; 
TEST  X 3 
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The functional expression for z (the primary variable) is 
[~3] x 
( (A(Af , ) I * ' ]  A)t<"=>t'%~=)] c*')) l<h>t':'l%~j%'*~ (z). 
The external form is 
where 
and 
..z/[(&)[•a](%)](xl)a[(&)[%l(Xa)](xl,ze) 1 ~'2  , 
A, = ((Lfl>t~,lLk) t~0, 
[x3] a~ a~ 
The algorithm will now cause a contraction of A 1 to the form 
9 (%1 z At = ((f2fl)l~ll f2fx)[~l </x> ~ 91, 
and a similar one for Ae, obtaining the elf 
A2 = <f2<Afz>l="l fl> l<i~>t'~al(=O'<1'>t=:'l%)l. 
Now the normal form algorithm applied to each base block puts both of them into 
the form 
<f2A> %.+~1. 
Thus, after collecting over common bases, we get the normal form 
<<fJ1}[~'+l]} t~r <h >t~31(~a)+<1~>tx31(~')'<11>t~3~(x3)] (z). 
I I .  Equivalence algorithm for elfs: 
Given the NFA, the algorithm for equivalence is simple. Let S and S be two linear 
Post-Loop schemes. 
Put S and S into normal form, then they are equivalent iff they are identical except 
for a renaming of variables. The variables can be systematically relabeled starting with 
the primary input and using an ordered list x 1 , x z ,....9 When this is done, the schemes 
are equivalent iff they are identical. 
We shall treat the correctness of this algorithm in the next section. 
9 Notice that all individual variables except input variables occur in function bodies, and we 
use the convention that they are labeled xl, x2 ,..., x~ ,... taking variables as ordered in the 
expression for arguments, as discussed at the end of (5.2). 
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6.6. Correctness proof for monadic Linear Post-Loop equivalence: Outline 
THEOREM 1 1. The monadic Linear Post-Loop Equivalence problem is recursively 
decidable. 
Given schemes S, ~q, suppose they are not identical. Then we look from the left 
for the first place at which they differ and we will show that they are not equivalent 
near the point. We proceed by induction on depth -[- length so that we can assume 
the theorem for any pieces of the scheme. Indeed we assume that the schemes differ 
infinitely often if they are not equivalent. 
The key point in the analysis arises as follows: Suppose the first point of difference 
occurs at Aio , Aio (when S = (A1) E l - . .  (An) E*, S ~ (Z~l) ~1 . ' .  (Am)Era). If the difference 
occurs because Aio ~ Aio, then the result follows easily since we can lay down enough 
of Aio and Aio to produce an irrevocable difference in the final calling sequence (from 
the left). 
However, if Aio ~ Aio, then the schemes differ only in the number of Aio terms 
appearing in the calling sequence and it might be possible that this difference in the 
number of terms is compensated by adjacent expressions. 
To assure that adjacent expressions cannot help, we rely on step 3 of NFA. To 
apply this we must show that the only way for adjacent terms to help is if they are in 
a form which would have caused incorporation atstep 3 of NFA. 
A good way to accomplish this is to first recognize that the adjacent term, Aio+l, 
must have the same base as Aio, i.e., Aio ~ Aio+l  . But we must be careful with the 
term base, here we must allow the base of atoms, i.e., we might have 
and 
A~o DO; 
DO; 
r ~-  F ( r ) ;  
TEST X; 
TEST X 
A ~o-~1 DO; 
DO; 
X ~ F(X); 
TEST X; 
TEST X 
We then must show that the base cannot occur in an atom. Once that happens, then 
we are in the situation where the common base would be incorporated atstep (3) of 
NFA and we get a contradiction to the normal form. 
To show that the base cannot occur in an atom which is different han Ai0 we 
proceed by induction on the depth of nesting. The idea is that if the adjacent atom is 
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higher (has more nestings), then we can easily use our freedom to select values for 
9 / / (E~ ) 
the f i  to spoil any chance that this term compensates for terms in AI~ '0) or _q  2. 
I f  the atoms have the same depth, then we look at their internal structure and use the 
equivalence algorithm to guarantee a difference infinitely often between feedback 
terms inside a loop. We then use our freedom to choose f to convert this infinitely 
often occurring difference into an arbitrary difference and argue as before. 
The analysis required in this last step is essentially implicit in the NFA. We want 
9 . . E~ - ~ . 
to examine all possible ways in which (Aio) 0, (Aio) o can differ. We then see that each 
difference which still leads to equivalence is covered by NFA. In the case of atoms 
we use step 2, otherwise step 3. Q.E.D. 
This decision procedure is basically a more detailed formulation of the one given 
in [1] which was thought to apply to monadic Pre-Loop. 
6.7. Conclusion 
We hope to present a more transparent decision procedure as we continue our 
investigations into the equivalence problem over algebraically restricted domains, 
work suggested in [1] and begun by the second author, and into polyadic functions. 
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